
Staff’s Third Round of Comments in AR 506 & AR 510 
Dated November 17, 2006 

 
The Staff of the Public Utility Commission of Oregon (OPUC) respectfully submits the 

following comments: 

 

Sanction Rules (AR 510) 

The Oregon Joint Use Association (OJUA) did not file its final proposed AR 510 rules 

language before Staff prepared these Comments.  Consequently, Staff has not had 

sufficient time to review nor comment on OJUA’s final proposal for AR 510.  Staff 

supports those changes to the Sanction rules that are clear and simple that will improve 

the cooperation and coordination between owners and occupants and that will promote 

“safe and efficient poles, installation practices and rights of way” (as mandated by House 

Bill 2271 of 1999).  Staff recommends that rule 028-0120 be re-titled “Duties of 

Occupants” and made applicable to all occupants that attach to poles, conduits and joint 

use facilities.  The sections and provisions within this rule should be changed to apply to 

both the occupancy of poles and conduits where practical. 

 

Duties of Owners’ Rule 

Staff recommends that the rule 028-0115 be re-titled “Duties of Owners” and be made 

applicable to all owners of poles and conduits.  The sections and provisions within this 

rule should be changed to apply to ownership of both poles and conduits where practical. 

 

Cost of Money for Consumer-owned Utilities 

For each calendar year, in order to accurately reflect the cost of money for Consumer-

owned utilities (e.g., cooperatives, peoples utility districts, and municipalities), Staff 

recommends that the most recent Commission general rate order decision adopting a rate 

of return for an electric utility be used as the basis for setting the cost of money for 

consumer-owned utilities.  In order to reflect a lower risk or lower required return on 

equity-like contributions, Staff recommends two possible solutions.   
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Solution #1:  The Consumer-owned utility’s cost of money would be equal to the 

weighted average cost of the consumer-owned utilities debt and a proxy equity cost.  

Assuming the prior year’s Commission most recent decision on cost of capital for an 

electric utility is 10% cost of equity with a 50% capital structure, the proxy equity cost 

would equal 10% - 2% or 8%.  This cost would further be reduced (increased) should the 

consumer-owned utility have a more (less) equity-like-rich capital structure.  If the 

Consumer owned utility had 54% (46%) equity, then the equity proxy would further be 

reduced (increased) by 4 basis points per each 1 % increase in equity-like funding.  In 

this instance that would result in a 16 basis point (0.16%) reduction (increase) in the cost 

of equity.   

 

For example, assume a Consumer-owned utility had 90% equity-like capital and 10% 

debt.  If the most recent cost of capital decision were 10% cost with 50% equity, then the 

Consumer-owned utility’s cost of money would be as follows: 

 Cost weight contribution 
Debt 5% 10% 0.5% 
Equity 6.4% 90% 5.76% 
Total cost of money = 5.76%+0.5% = 6.26% 
 
(6.4% = 10% - 2% + (50-90)*0.04 ) 

If the utility were more leveraged (i.e., its capital structure contained more debt) then the 

proxy cost of equity would be increased.  For example, if a consumer-owned utility had 

45% equity-like capital, then the cost of equity proxy that would be averaged with its 

embedded cost of debt would equal 10% - 2% + 0.2% = 8.2%.  Please see the attached 

spreadsheets for additional examples.   

 

The benefits of this solution are that it takes into account recent market trends and 

reflects the opportunity cost of money for the consumer-owned utility.  Further, it is 

flexible and applies to all consumer-owned utilities regardless of their capital structure 

(e.g., a situation where there is no debt).   A drawback is that it assumes an adjustment to 

cost of equity that is not directly observable.   
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Solution #2:   

For a consumer-owned utility, the cost of money is equal to the utility's embedded cost of 

long-term debt plus 100 basis points.  Should a consumer-owned utility not have any 

long-term debt, then the rate will be set at the 10-year treasury rate as of the last traded 

day for the relevant calendar year plus 200 basis points.  Please see Attachment D for 

examples.   

 

The merit of this solution is that it is simple to apply.  Further, in today’s market, it 

appears to provide similar results to Solution #1 when the consumer-owned utility has 

long-term debt.  The drawbacks of this solution are that it is not necessarily linked to 

market conditions (i.e., a commission decision on equity returns) and that for consumer-

owned utilities with no long-term debt, a proxy debt instrument (10-year US Treasury 

Rate) is required.   

 

Staff’s proposed language for OAR 860-028-0020(3)(e)(C) is: 

(C) For a consumer-owned utility, the cost of money is equal to the weighted 
average of the utility's embedded cost of long-term debt and the cost of equity 
equal to the most recent cost of equity authorized by the Commission for an 
electric company as defined in OAR 860-038-0005 minus 200 basis points.  
The assumed equity cost is also further adjusted to reflect the actual capital 
structure of the consumer-owned utility.  To adjust for the capital structure of 
the consumer-owned utility, every 1% increase (decrease) in the percentage of 
equity in the capital structure from that associated with the most recent cost of 
equity decision will result in an downward (upward) adjustment of four basis 
points to the cost of equity.   

Alternatively: 

(C) For a consumer-owned utility, the cost of money is equal to the utility's 
embedded cost of long-term debt plus 100 basis points.  Should a consumer-
owned utility not have any long-term debt, then the rate will be set at the 10-
year treasury rate as of the last traded day for the relevant calendar year plus 
200 basis points.   
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Costs of Attachments in Pole Support and Clearance Space 

Charter has requested that the following rule language be added within rule 028-0110: 

In no event shall licensee equipment or other Attachment located in the 20 feet of 
safety clearance space be considered as occupying Authorized Attachment Space for 
rental rate purposes. 
 

Pole attachments installed within the first 20-feet on a pole should not given rent-free 

status.  Attachments such as cable television power supplies, telephone terminal boxes, 

and other equipment located in the support space on poles result in increased burdens and 

costs to pole owners and occupants.  This especially becomes costly and problematic 

when poles have to be replaced or relocated. 

 

Charter also recommends that “usable” be inserted before “space occupied” in the 

definition of “Authorized Attachment Space” in rule 028-0020. Staff opposes this 

proposal.  With owner authorization, an occupant may put equipment in the support space 

on a pole, but the occupant should pay appropriate rent for such attachments in 

proportion to the vertical space used on the pole.  This policy is set out in Commission 

Order 84-278 in the “Usable Space Occupied” section, which states:  

Attachments create loads on poles by their weight and size.  They also make 
climbing the pole more difficult and can increase the difficulty of gaining 
access to other attachments.  In determining the portion of the pole an 
attachment occupies, the total vertical space it occupies including brackets, 
amplifiers, junction boxes, looped or dangle wires, and other space rendered 
unavailable to others, is included. 

This order is clear that the licensee’s attachment rate should be determined by 

the “total vertical space” occupied by the attachment on the pole, not by the 

“total vertical usable space” used.  The Authorized Attachment Space definition 

should not be limited to the usable space on poles. 

 

With new deployments by the wireless industry in attaching antennas and equipment on 

utility poles, Staff is concerned that if the pole support spaces are rent-free, poles will 

become crowded and cluttered with antennas, terminal boxes, power supply enclosures 

and the sort.  This would result in unjust and unfair treatment to pole owners or to other 
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occupants.  See Attachment A for pictures of applicable examples of enclosures, boxes, 

and other items installed in the support space on a pole. 

 

Fees for New Attachments 

An owner should be allowed on a pole-by-pole (or conduit-by-conduit) basis to recover 

out-of-pocket costs and require reasonable advance payments from an applicant for each 

new attachment to an owner’s pole or conduit facilities.  This should include all costs for 

administration, engineering, inspection, and construction necessary for the new 

attachment.  Application processing, preconstruction activity, make ready, and post 

construction inspection for a new attachment are all considered by Staff to be one-time 

activities that are non-recurring.  Per ORS 757.282, the owner is entitled to not less than 

“… all the additional costs of providing and maintaining the pole attachment space …” as 

long as the charges are excluded from the annual rental rate.  Staff supports an owner’s 

option to recover all costs for non-recurring activities until the new attachment 

installation is placed in service in compliance with NESC rule 214(A)(1)1 and the owner 

accepts the attachments. 

 

Each industry (electric, telecommunications, cable television, and wireless) has unique 

needs in making and maintaining attachments.  New attachment up-front costs can vary 

widely depending on the needs of the applicant and the owner and the specific the 

facilities involved.  For example, the cost for a new attachment to a distribution pole will 

be different from that for a transmission pole.  Also, the cost to attach a wireless antenna 

to a pole top will be different from a residential service drop attached within the 

“communication usable space” on a pole.  A licensee should have to pay for the unique 

costs that its new attachment causes to the owner. 

 

Many responsible occupants competently carry-out their administrative, engineering, 

construction and inspection functions in permitting and installing new attachments on 

poles.  However, there are some occupants that perform shoddy administration, 

engineering, construction, and inspections in making new attachments causing the owner 

                                                 
1 National Electrical Safety Code, as adopted in ORS  757.035 and OAR 860-024-0010. 
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added administrative and technical service costs.  For example, if a new attachment fails 

the owner’s post construction inspection because of sloppy work that is non-compliant 

with the owner’s permit or Commission safety rules, the owner will have to come back 

for a second post inspection after the occupant has been given the opportunity to make 

the corrections.  The owner should be allowed to directly charge this second inspection 

(including administration) as well as the first inspection to the specific occupant 

involved.  There is a natural incentive (or consequence) here that will encourage an 

occupant to plan and build its attachments properly from the outset.  Those occupants that 

perform shoddy work in complying with owner permits and Commission safety rules 

cause owners excessive administrative, engineering, inspection and compliance work.  

Those remiss occupants should bear the burden for the additional efforts and costs 

imposed on the owner.  Conscientious owners and responsible occupants should not have 

to pay for (or subsidize) the careless work and unresponsiveness of others. 

 

Owners should be given the option to charge reasonable application fees for new 

attachments by applicants.  In making an attachment application, an occupant is 

effectively reserving space on a pole or conduit until the attachment is made.  It is 

appropriate that the applicant should pay an up-front fee to the owner to begin processing 

the attachment permit as well as to reserve the space.  The applicant has the right to 

cancel a new attachment application and project at any time.  If the applicant does not 

pay application fees and it cancels its project, then the applicant is causing the owner 

unnecessary work and costs.  This may become a more important concern as wireless 

providers and other telecommunications service providers, including electric utilities, 

aggressively compete for new attachment space on poles, conduits and towers. 

 

No Double Charging to Pole Occupants 

One provision needs to be added to the “Duties of Owners” rule, which reads:  

An owner may not assess a fee or charge in addition to an annual attachment 
rental rate, including any non-recurring fee or charge described in OAR 860-
028-0100, OAR 860-028-0110, and OAR 860-028-0310, for any cost included 
in the calculation of its annual attachment rental rate. 
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Some utility owners cannot break out their administrative costs associated with new 

attachments from their annual rent calculations.  These owners should recover their 

administrative costs through their rental rate formula for recovering fully allocated costs. 

 

Appropriate Rental Rate Formula for Oregon 

This issue was first brought up by Idaho Power in its comments.  Staff made a 

preliminary response in its Second Round of Comments.  Staff would like to elaborate 

further on this matter.  The FCC has two formulas for pole-attachment rental rates: one 

for cable television companies and one for telecommunications service providers.  The 

first one involves the Cable formula – implemented in 1978 – is based on the portion of 

the pole space used by the attachment. The other is the Telecommunications formula that 

was adopted by the federal Telecommunications Act of 1996 for new 

telecommunications service providers.  The Telecommunications formula uses a different 

methodology for determining the proportion of pole space that is attributable to the 

attachment.  It allocates the cost of the “unusable” portion of the pole based on the total 

number of pole occupants rather than on the portion of space occupied by the attachment. 

 

Oregon currently has only one formula that is applicable to all licensees, including cable 

television operators, telephone utilities, competitive telecommunication providers, 

electric utilities and other licensees that are authorized to install attachments on the public 

rights of way.  Oregon’s formula is very similar to the FCC’s Cable formula.  

 

Staff believes that the OPUC should review the attachment rate principles (allocation of 

costs and benefits) related to occupant attachments to poles.  OPUC should consider 

adopting the FCC’s two-formula approach. This would involve an investigation to 

determine whether there should be one rental rate or two for attachments to poles.  If one 

formula is to be retained, should the PUC adopt the FCC Telecommunications formula?  

Staff believes that Telecommunications formula may be more applicable and equitable 

today for owners and occupants.  The FCC Telecommunications formula seems more 

applicable for wireless attachments because of its need for “electric supply space” and 

pole tops of distribution and transmission.  Staff recommends that this review be 
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conducted in a separate docket that would look closer at wireless attachments and 

appropriate Division 024 and 028 rules for them.  However, for this docket Staff 

recommends that the Commission adopt the rental rate formula proposed in rule 028-

0110, specifically covered in section (3).  

 

Wireless Attachment Issues 

This is in follow-up to Staff’s Second Round of Comments in this docket. Staff submits 

in Attachment B a list of wireless antenna issues that need to be addressed in OPUC 

Division 024 safety rules and separately in Division 028 attachment rate, terms, and 

condition rules.  Staff also submits significant industry documents in Attachment C that 

support the potential dangers and attachment rates and conditions raised by Staff.  The 

parties, both owners and occupants, have not satisfactorily addressed the issues raised by 

Staff to its satisfaction.  Staff’s and other issues first need to be vetted out in informal 

workshops with representatives from the OJUA, Staff and the industry participating.  

Afterwards, the results of those workshops should then be addressed in a separate OPUC 

rulemaking docket. 

 

 

 

/s/  

Jerry Murray 
Senior Utility Analyst 
 
 
 
Attachments A, B, C and D follow 



Attachment A 
Pictures of Pole Attachments in the Support Space on a Pole 

 
This page illustrates a CATV power supply box from various angles.  Dimensions are 
typically 16 in high by 12 in wide by 7 in deep.  Weight is up to 50 lbs.  These can be 
seen on many poles in Oregon.   
 

 
 

 
 
 

These CATV power supplies are not incidental items.  They cause burdens and 
costs to owners and occupants in maintenance issues.  Should these items be rent-
free?  
 
(Except for one picture identified , these pictures were not taken in Oregon to 
Staff’s knowledge) 
 

This picture taken in Oregon by PUC Safety Staff 



Attachment A 
Pictures of Pole Attachments in the Support Space on a Pole 

This page illustrates wireless 
enclosures mounted on utility poles.  
Should these be rent-free? 
 
 
(These pictures were not taken in 
Oregon to Staff’s knowledge) 
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List of specific wireless concerns that should be addressed in a separate informal industry 
workshops and later in a separate rulemaking docket from AR 506 and AR 510 
 
Division 024 Safety Issues related to wireless and antenna attachments: 

o Worker training and qualifications (for line workers) 

o Elec. utility, pole owner (or NESC employer) responsibilities for wireless attachments? 

o Structural integrity (especially associated with ice and wind storm loadings)1  

 Pole structural engineering and integrity? For electric utility owned poles?  For 
telephone company owned poles? 

 Is the NESC appropriate? Or are ASCE structural standards necessary for 
Oregon? 

 NESC structural requirements do not necessarily provide adequate structural 
minimums in high wind and ice areas (e.g. Oregon Coast and Columbia River) 

 Antenna material/strength specifications and mounting details? 
 

o Access to electric supply space on poles2 

o Pole climbing space and equipment access 

o Electrical shock hazard and grounding for line workers & members of the public 

 Lightning protection?3 
 Ground potential rise (GPR)?4 

 
o Radio Frequency (RF) emissions and exposure for line workers5 6 

 Powering down antennas during emergency conditions? 
 Powering down antennas during routine maintenance and scheduled conditions? 
 Warning and caution signage? 

 
o Occupant marking (labeling) requirements 

o Inspection quality and frequency (e.g., ongoing patrols, detailed inspections, new Q/C) 

o Prioritization of repairs – correction timelines 

o Line to antenna clearances 

o Vegetation clearances and programs for clearances to antennas and pole top structures 

o FAA aviation markers and safety requirements.  Aircraft collisions to lines - an issue! 

o What is the wireless industry intentions for deployment of new antenna attachments to 

utlity poles and public utility rights of way in Oregon?  Rapid mass deployments? 

o Other State Wireless Safety Rulemakings (California PUC General Order 95)7  8 

o New proposed federal reulations9 

o OJUA participation?  Is the wireless industry going to be a joint-use community partner? 

o OPUC safety staffing and cost recovery  
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Division 028 Attachment Issues related to wireless and antenna attachments (rates, terms and 
conditions): 
 
o Appropriate annual rental rates for fully allocated costs 

 Are the incremental costs for wireless attachments to poles higher than the fully 
allocated rental rates? 

 Is the OPUC (similar to FCC cable rate) fully allocated cost formula appropriate 
for pole owner cost recovery? 

 Should tall (e.g. 80 ft.) antenna on distribution poles be combined into FERC 364 
accounts to determine distribution pole costs? 

 Wireless in the pole support/clearances (first 20 feet on poles) be rent-free? 
 
o Processes for new wireless applications and new installations  

 Is the 45-day and other timelines in 028-0100 adequate or fair to the owners? 
 Owner denial rights for attachment lack of capacity?  80 foot pole required in 

distribution line?  
 
o Communication Protocols 

 Between owners and wireless occupants? 
 Between wireline occupants and wireless occupants? 
 National Joint Utility Notification System communications adequate? 

 
o Dispute Resolution processes 

 Cost recovery for OPUC, Staff, ODOJ, etc? 
 
o Pole replacement and transfer processes and costs 

 Put in carrying charges for fully allocated rates? 
 
o Abandonment processes and costs 

 Put in carrying charges for fully allocated rates? 
 
o Application, administrative, and inspection fees 

 Put in carrying charges for fully allocated rates? 
 
o Make-ready 

 Performed and controlled by owner for electric supply space and pole top 
attachments? 

 
o Replacements, rearrangements, and ongoing maintenance 

 Performed and controlled by owner for electric supply space and pole top 
attachments? 

 
o Impacts to regulated utility customers and members of the public 

 Community aesthetic and other complaints? 
 Property rights and easements complaints? 
 Customer complaint handling? 

 
o Addendums for Pole Attachment Contracts10 
 
o Tower design, safety coordination and control (Owner –Occupant)11 
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o Protection of Critical Infrastructure12  13 
o OPUC Staffing and cost recovery for pole attachment issues 
 
End Notes – (see Attachment C for some of the below documents) 

                                                 
1 National Electrical Safety Code Interpretation for Rules 252A and 251A3, July 28, 2004, See  
http://standards.ieee.org/nesc/NESCIR538.pdf 
 
2 Licensee Amendment and Addendum to Distribution Pole Attachment Agreement (sample), 
Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation, d.b.a National Grid , See Access to Electric Space.  See 
website document at:  
http://www.nationalgridus.com/niagaramohawk/attachments/wireless/non_html/distr_pole_wirel
ess_agreement.pdf 
 
3 Article: DAMAGE FROM LIGHTNING TO PCS TOWER EQUIPMENT IS $150 M A 
YEAR AND LIGHTNING IS UPON US AGAIN, (see 
http://press.arrivenet.com/technology/article.php/777537.html ) 
 
4  See Attachment C, item 4 from November 17, 2000 safety presentation to the Oregon Utility 
Safety Committee (sponsored by the Oregon PUC) – High Voltage Safety Concerns Associated 
with Power Substations and Transmission Towers, Tim Conser from QWEST.   
 
5 2007 NESC Changes Newsletter, Dave Marne Associates, November 2006 
 
6 Same as note 2 (Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation Addendum) , page 7, Interference  
 
7 Proposed Joint Use Safety Regulations for California PUC in addressing wireless issues, See 
website http://www.go95-
rc.com/docs/Draft%20GO%2095%20Rules%20for%20Pole%20Top%20Antennas%20(041006).doc 
  
8 Draft Decision in California PUC Rulemaking 05-02-023 for Safety General Order 95 for 
Wireless Attachments, ALJ Walker,, dated 11-9-06 
 
9 Pole Attachments Power Point Presentation, Edison Electric Institute, See   
http://www.eei.org/industry_issues/energy_infrastructure/distribution/Pole_Attachments_101.ppt#256,1,Pole 
Attachments 101 
  
10 Same as note 2 (Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation Addendum), See entire document  
 
11 Guidelines for Attachment of Communication Antennas to AEP (American Electric Power) 
Transmission Structures, May 7, 2002, See http://www.aeptowers.com/files/PCSGuidelines.doc 
 
 
12  EEI Letter on Pole Attachment to US Senate, Thomas R. Kuhn,  See 
http://www.eei.org/about_EEI/advocacy_activities/Congress/060616KuhnSenatePole.pdf  
 
 

13 Statement for the Record by Edison Electric Institute on Hearing on State and Local Issues and Municipal 
Networks, November 14, 2006, See 
http://www.eei.org/about_EEI/advocacy_activities/Congress/060214EeiSenateCommerceTelecommunications.pdf 
 







































































































































Attachment C, Item 6 
Please See Attachment C, Item 2 







































































































































































































Attachment C, Item 10 
Please See Attachment C, Item 2 





































                                Attachment D -- Examples of Cost of Money for Consumer-owned Utilities

Solution #2
Cost 10%
Percentage of Equity 50%

Examples:  
4bps/1% capital structure change based on UE 115 
Most Recent Authorized ROE (UE 179 PacifiCorp)

Salem Electric Cost Percentage wt. percent
Debt 0.00% 0% 0.00% 10-year Treasury 
Equity 6.00% 100% 6.00% adder

6.00% Total ROR 4.565%
Premium over embedded debt 6.00% 2.000%
(ROR - Debt Cost) 6.56500%

Northern Wasco PUD Cost Percentage wt. percent
(per Sue A.) Debt 5.25% 75% 3.94% Debt Cost 

Equity 9.00% 25% 2.25% adder
6.19% Total ROR 5.250%

Premium over embedded debt 0.94% 1.000%
(ROR - Debt Cost) 6.25000%

Central Lincoln Cost Percentage wt. percent
(per Sue A.) Debt 5.00% 10% 0.50% Debt Cost 

Equity 6.40% 90% 5.76% adder
6.26% Total ROR 5.000%

Premium over embedded debt 1.26% 1.000%
(ROR - Debt Cost) 6.00000%

Oregon Trail Coop Cost Percentage wt. percent
Debt 5.54% 47% 2.60% Debt Cost 
Equity 7.96% 51% 4.06% adder

6.66% Total ROR 5.540%
Premium over embedded debt 1.12% 1.000%
(ROR - Debt Cost) 6.54000%

Solution #1

Total ROR

Total ROR

Total ROR

Total ROR








































